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NFT LMN

At Lemon Network we launched the first
collection of NFTs for the interoperable
social network LEMONNET.
We've created a collection based on ERC-721
tokens (called non fungible tokens).
A unique digital asset, which carries an
intrinsic value by having an immutable
limited edition exclusivity and use cases.

GOAL
The objective of this collection is the users to
have their avatar to display on the social network
LEMONNET and these are their representation in
the metaverse.
The characteristics of this collection exist to give
users the privilege to own the NFT FOUNDER
and their benefits.
The holders will have exclusive benefits with the
NFT Gold, Silver and Bronze as well as with the
evolutions.
The exclusivity of this collection will provide
users pro access and positioning on the platform.
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SEED
LEMONNET is part of the LMN ecosystem, a
nascent ecosystem. Our mission is to spread the
message of LEMONNET social network birth.
To accomplish this, we have created a seed that
will serve to identify the user with the project
and make them part of it.
The process of a fruit, like a project, is to plant a
seed (idea) so it germinates, grows and bears
fruit. Like any plant, it must be cared for,
fertilized and pruned to obtain an abundant, solid
and vigorous harvest.

SEED
What's the "LMN Seed"?
The seed is an unique NFT that has the function
and role of a "key".
It allows the user to buy, exchange, obtain or
transact any NFT on the web, on LemonPlace, and
on LEMONNET. It also allows the evolution to
better NFTs (LMN Basic NFTs to Lemon Founder
NFTs).
Users will be able to claim as many seeds as they
want for FREE, during the minting periods.

SEMILLA

Where can I get my LMN Seed?
The seeds will be available on the
nft.lemonnet.app website or through groups of
the community participating in different
actions/events to get that precious seed.
During the last weeks of June you'll be able to
drop your info so we can send you the seed from
July 1st to your wallet. Please click on the "Claim
your seed for free" button on website.
From July 1st you can claim your seed directly on
the web and send it to your wallet.

Time periods to claim your SEED for free
The seeds will be distributed in the following
periods:
From Friday, July 1 to July 10.
From Friday, July 15 to July 24.
From Friday, July 29 to August 7.
From Friday, August 12 to August 21.
From Friday, August 27 to September 4.

POST

COM

"Compost" is fertilized soil that
together with the seed will make
something good happen.
By burning a Seed, a Compost NFT
and a Basic NFT, you will make
happen the evolution of your Basic
NFT to a Lemon Founder NFT.

TIERRA

How to get COMPOST?
You can get the Compost at the Airdrops that will
take place on our Twitter, Instagram and Discord
community during July and August. There will be
more opportunities (dates to be defined).
The Airdrops will take place on the following
dates:

Lot 1 > July 11 to July 14
Lot 2 > July 25 to July 28
Lot 3 > August 8 to August 11
Lot 4 > August 22 to August 25

You will also be able to buy it at the
marketplace from November. There
will be 2 minting days every 3 months.

BASIC
NFT

BASIC NFT

We understand the importance of a brand as a
personal representation, that is why it seems
appropriate that a LMN NFT to be representation
and constitute your 3.0 appearance.
The characteristics of this collection are made to
give you the privilege and benefit to own Lemon
Founder NFT.
Its benefits will be exclusive to those who own
this NFT and the collection's exclusivity will give
you access and positioning on Lemonnet.
Also, You'll be able to sell the NFT and boost
buyer's account.
The NFT will be subject to a 5% royalty for the
company, distributed in :
1% Divided among all the Lemonencer NFTs.
2% The DAO treasure.
2% Lemon Network Group

UTILITY

LEVEL
BRONZE

+5% in Likes recharge.
Use of an avatar on the social
network.
Access to Metaverse LMN rooms.
Pro Tools
Use of community Emojis.

LEVELS
SILVER
Access to Lemonnet
one month before
the launch.
+10% in Likes recharge.
Use of an avatar on the social
network.
Access to Metaverse LMN rooms.
Pro tools.
Your comments will rank first.
Use of community Emojis.

LEVEL
Gold
Priority access to
the Beta version of
Lemonnet.
+15% in Likes recharge.
Use of an avatar on the social network.
Access to LMN DAO.
Access to LMN Metaverse rooms.
Pro tools.
Your comments will rank in first
position.
Web/business links configuration.
Community tools.
Creation of personalized community
Emojis.
Use of community Emojis.
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WAY TO
EVOLVE
The way to evolve a Basic NFT to turn it into a
Lemon Founder NFT. You must burn the LMN
SEED + COMPOST NFT + BASIC NFT.
You will be able to evolve your Basic NFT to a
radically new Lemon Founder NFT with an
exclusive design, it will have extra advantages
and improvements that are unique to this
evolution edition NFT.
This way we can reward our loyal -early adopterswith an unique status on LEMONNET having
preferential treatment in all future releases.

STATUS

NFT “LemonMember”
It is the second step to grow in the Lemonnet
community. Apart from the initial benefits, you have
some exclusive advantages added once you evolve
your NFT. You will also have the opportunity to use
custom emojis.

NFT BRONZE Founder Edition
Possibility to upgrade to Silver -50% discount.
Lime likes multiplier x1.05.
Preference in future whitelist/upgrades.

STATUS

NFT “LemonSilver”
This NFT positions you for scalable growth. If your
purpose is to share and enjoy, this is your Avatar. The
benefits are greater than LemonMember and positions
you at a higher level.

NFT SILVER Founder Edition
Possibility to upgrade to Gold -50% discount.
Lime likes multiplier x1.10.
Preference in future whitelist/upgrades.

STATUS

NFT “Lemonencer”
This is the highest level and NFT rank. Apart from all
the benefits of the Gold Basic NFT, it will be an
indispensable tool for all those people who want to
fully take advantage of all the community tools inside
and outside the social network. These features are
perfect for those people who already have or are
creating a community or a personal brand, or simply
would like to use 100% of the social network
possibilities and opportunities.
NFT GOLD Founder Edition.
Access to LMN's private club.
Unlimited access to Lemon Academy
Lime likes multiplier x1.15.
Preference in future whitelist/upgrades.

PRE-SALE
During Phase I, the Gold Basic NFT supply will be nonstop mint, however it will be limited to a 24h Presale.
The Silver and Gold collection will also be limited to
24h but will have a limited supply.

1
PHASE I
24h Supply mint non
stop of GO=old Basic
NFT. Silver and Bronze
Basic NFTs will have a
limited supply.

2

PHASE II

Coming soon
Supply reduced to 3
collections.
Possible increase in value
of the collections.

AIR
DROPS

Airdrops Basic NFT - LMN Community
2 Airdrops of Basic NFTs will be organized
among our community during July, August
and September 2022.

DATES ON SOCIAL
MEDIA AND DISCORD

Airdrops Basic NFT - Influencers
Community
These Airdrops will take place among
influencers community who collaborate with
the LMN Seed project.
Different NFTs will be given away among their
followers.

JOIN US
NFT.LEMONNET.APP

